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Reflexion Griechenland 

 

Fischernetz/fishnet  

 
Was nehme ich in meinem Fischernetz mit: I like… 
- I like very much two days in Olympic Academy.  
- Turkish Guys and all Comenius guys, parties, 

International Olympic Academy, selfies, sea; Best 
Comenius ever! 

- Kubo an Dominik, clubs, parties, and all my new 
friends, International Olympic Academy, Patras 

- Thanks for everything! 
- the people, the journeys, the project, the parties, 

Greece is the best! 
- I liked time with new friends, workshops, food, and 

time on beach; I learned lot of things about Greece, 
their people, tradition. I liked everything! I will come back here! 

- I like the visit at Ancient Olympia and when we stayed at the Olympic Academy. I like 
when we went at the bridge of Rio-Antirio. I liked meeting new people from other 
countries. 

- I liked Olympia. I liked people from other countries. I want to take Lithuanian people.  
- I like all the workshops, when we went at the bridge and meeting new people. 
- I like the workshops, the all museums, new friendships, the bridge of Rio-Antirio. 
- I like the Olympic Academy and that we got together. And we had amazing time these 

days. 
- I like Greece. I want to take the Greece and all the Comenius people in my home! Iove to 

work in groups.  
- Friendship, hospitality, experience, my partner family because I love very much my 

partner.  
- new friends, my all host family, hospitality, experience, my partner, friendship 
- friendship, new cultures, streets of Greece, spend good time with all Comenius people 
- friendship, hospitality, different cultures, good atmosphere 
- I will take with me all experiences and my classmates from Europe.  
- hospitality II 
- landscape II 
- good weather II 
- I will take all my friends 
- I will take my lovely friends. Good weather. Good fun. Hospitality. 
- good weather, beach, all friends, landscape, hospitality 
- I will take all my friends. 
- sun, beach, new friends, experience, food, good memories, Greece nature 
- I take all Comenius people, experience, sun, food, good weather, good mood, memories 
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- new friends, experience, sun, weather, good mood, remembers, loves 
- good weather (the sun), friendly locals, tasty food 
- memories, sightseeing’s, time with new friends from Slovakia, Greece, Turkey, Germany 

and Poland 
- Ancient Olympia night, sea in Myrsini, Patras, everything ist ok. Fantastic Days! 
 
Was lasse ich im Mittelmeer: I didn´t like… 
- when it was raining the first two days. Some of the workshops were boring. 
- going to Ancient Olympia because it was raining and we had to change the plans. 
- a moment that was rain because we don´t do different workshops that is play volleyball, 

football an play tennis. 
- memory about rain in Greece. Cause it´s country of sun! 
- the change of plans. 
- the rainy weather and I didn´t slept so long. 
- rain, some food, crying 
- rain, school (3*) 
- rain, workshops 
- bad weather, saying goodbye, not enough sleeping because of school 
- I don´t want leave my Comenius people.  
- I don´t want to go home.  
- lunch, weather, crying, discussion 
- rain, lunch, my falling 
- rain (7*) 
- weather, crying 
- I don´t want to take with me the weather on Sunday and Monday.  


